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‘MISSING 1994’ touring 2012-2013

‘A beautiful piece, touching and passionately performed’
‘The piece was very moving and the story was dealt with beautifully, the physical performance aspects
increased emotional attachment’
‘I adored this performance, I’m so glad I came to see it’

(Audience comments from Preston Tringe festival)
2Tour Theatre present Missing 1994 a physical theatre performance devised and performed by
artistic directors Paul Adams & Abi Crayon. Missing 1994 is the company’s third production and is
touring the North West throughout 2012 & 2013. The performance is suitable for GCSE, A level &
degree students studying drama, dance & technical theatre.
‘15th June 1994, it was a usual family day out in Blackpool for Suzie, David & their little girl
Kaitlin, until the unimaginable happens...Kaitlin disappears. Her father David Foster takes
audiences through his journey with his book titled ‘Missing 1994’. Watch as this story of hope
unfolds from a life changing day of pain and confusion in 1994, to the relief of discovering new
evidence which may lead to finding Kaitlin in 2012. Explored through physical theatre and
projection with gripping scenes of love, pain and confusion’

WORKSHOP PACKAGES

2Tour Theatre offers a skill-based workshop in conjunction with the performance; the
workshop explores devising & physical theatre skills. Taking Missing 1994 as the stimulus,
the workshop focuses on giving students the tools to create their own contemporary theatre
work. The workshops are engaging & stimulating, they can be tailored to specific age groups,
ability and focus on particular skills to complement your course.
Cost of the performance; £200
Cost of the performance with 1hr workshop £255
Technical requirements; Black out for the use of projection & 13 amp socket
Performance space requirements; preferably a drama studio, dance studio or a school hall.

The tour is available to book throughout 2012 & 2013 please contact us for availability on the
details below.

Please contact;
Abi Crayon Co Artistic Director
07889 647 692
2tourtheatre@gmail.com
www.2tourtheatre.wordpress.com

“We aim to inspire young audiences; influencing the future generation of theatre makers
through movement based theatre”

